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When a local heiress goes missing, Danielle discovers itâ€™s not always possible to distinguish the
living from the dead. To complicate matters, it seems Danielle is not the only one who
communicates with spirits. Her new guest claims to hear Walt. But, somethingâ€™s not quite right
with Marlow Houseâ€™s newest medium.Danielle must move quickly before her best friend joins the
spirit world.
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The third in the series and these just keep getting better. The author has taken a middle road in the
paranormal genre. These are part mystery and part ghost story. Well done with well developed
characters. No deep battle between good and evil in these just a good mystery and a main
character that is trying to come to grips with her ability to see and in most cases speak to ghosts.

Walt shows up and so does Lily,but Lily has a vague reflection in a mirror,so she may not be
dead.As Dani copes with the news that Lily' s car crashed and burned ,guests check in and claim to

be able to sense spirits.Who are they and where is Lily' s body?

Danielle has a haunted bed and breakfast but she is the only one who can see the ghost. He helps
her solve the mystery of her missing best friend and the murder of an unknown woman. The
problem is since she knows things about the murder and kidnapping she becomes a suspect herself
and when she tries to come up a reason why she knows so much her supposed cop friend thinks
she is nuts. The book is filled with twists and turns and even hints at some romance at the end.
Third in this series and I recommend reading the first two.

I enjoyed every word of this story. All of the main characters from the previous books were included.
Danielle was level headed, headstrong and a bit rash at times. But it was all in the name of
friendship. I loved the way she stuck by Lily and never gave up on their friendship. I also loved the
way she refused to be seen as a weak female when talking to Joe or Brian. Although, I hope in the
future she and Joe can come to an understanding. This book also gave Lily more insight into
Danielle and Walt's "ghost world". There were so many twists and turns in the plot that I didn't want
to put the book down. I'm glad Danielle found an ally in the chief of police since her life seems to
attract chaos. There were a couple of loose ends with some ghosts that I hope will be addressed in
the next book. So far this is my favorite book in the series. I hope I can say the same thing after I
read the next one.

Honestly, this series is one of my favorite ghost series. Danielle moves into a house that used to be
owned by her aunt without knowing there's a ghost there. With her gift of sight, she can see ghosts
like Walt Marlow who died in that very house less than a hundred years ago. She turns the house
into a bed and breakfast house over his objections since he feels like it's still his house.Danielle also
somehow comes with a trouble magnet. She keeps ending up in trouble, being framed for murder or
thief, or whatever. So with Danielle's gift of sight, she's able to talk to ghosts and help the cops or at
least the victims find peace by solving their murder. It's tough though when the cops think she's
really guilty and tries to pin it on her. Although by now, the cops are starting to realize that MAYBE
she's actually a good lady. They're trying to stop suspecting her for everything. But there's also a
good side to all of this trouble, she meets new friends that makes her happy.I so love Danielle. I
can't wait to see her to get a real love interest someday. She deserves it after all of that trouble! I've
read all of the books available in this series and all of them are pretty good. Can't wait for the
newest one to come out soon.

I am astonished that this series is over! I loved the characters, ghosts and other living humans that
are part of this storyline. I hope that this review gives it the best recommendation possible! Thank
you for the time that I sat reading this series and the enjoyment it gave me!!!

Another wonderful book,the authors are keeping each book fresh and interesting,if you enjoyed the
first two books this one won't disappoint,the gang is all gathered Walt,Lilly,Danielle .this book takes
you places I loved it.I'm eagerly awaiting the next installment.

When Danielleâ€™s best friend is presumed dead in a car crash, the body to burned to be identified,
Danielle refuses to believe itâ€™s her. This is where the story begins, but the twists and turns will
leave you wondering if it really was her or if it was someone else. Who are the mysterious couple
who come to the inn to spend their honeymoon and what do they have to do with the car crash?
Find out all the answers to all your questions as you read. I love this series and am going to start the
next book soon. I hope the series continues for a long time.
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